
Our striking Triton design is the epitome of style, space 
and light. One of our most popular two storey designs due 
to its thoughtfully proportioned spaces and intelligent floor 
plan; this four bedroom home offers the ultimate in space 
and privacy. Upstairs you’ll find the very generous mas-
ter suite with large walk in robe and ensuite with double 
basins located at the rear of the house with the rumpus 
room separating it from the additional three bedrooms. 
Downstairs you’ll find the main living zones with large 
scale windows throughout to let in an abundance of light. 
There is an open plan living, dining and meals area with an 
entertainer’s kitchen with quality stainless steel appliances 
and sliding doors offering a seamless connection to your 
outdoor entertaining area or simply relax in the front  
rumpus room that could serve as the perfect home  
theatre. With enough living space to suit families of all 
sizes, this Triton is sure to impress.                 
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SUITS MINIMUM
BLOCK WIDTH OF

HOME SPECIFICATIONS
WIDTH  11.29m
LENGTH 18.84m
TOTAL  273.51m 2

OPTIONAL FACADES

QUALITY INCLUSIONS

CUSTOMISABLE PLANS

COLOUR CONSULTANT

4 2 2TRITON
NEXT COLLECTION

*Floor plan portrays the Coastal Facade and may differ from other facade options. 
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